Abstract-In order to solve the problem of flexible job-shop scheduling, this paper proposed a novel quantum genetic algorithm based on cloud model. Firstly, a simulation model was established aiming at minimizing the completion time, the penalty and the total cost. Secondly, the method of double chains structure coding including machine allocation chain and process chain was proposed. The crossover operator and mutation operator were obtained by the cloud model X condition generator because of its randomness and stable tendency. The non dominated sorting strategy was introduced to obtain more optimal solution. Finally, the novel method was applied to the Kacem example and a mechanical mould scheduling, the simulation results demonstrated that the proposed method can reduce the precocious probability and obtain more non dominated solutions comparing with the existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flexible Job-shop Scheduling Problem (FJSS) is the extension of Job-shop Scheduling Problem (JSS). The domestic and foreign scholars have studied FJSS with various methods and achieved corresponding results [1] .Bucker P.and Schlie R. [2] proposed FJSS in 1990, then the research hotspot about FJSS focused on the application of genetic algorithm and other intelligent algorithms. Chen H. [3] used genetic algorithm (GA) to solve FJSS aiming at minimizing the completion time, and simulated the chromosome with graph theory whose coding constituted with the routing and the process. Ho N.B. [4] proposed an optimization algorithm of three layer structure to solve FJSS. Najid N.M. [5] used simulated annealing algorithm(SAA) integrating neighbor function to minimize the maximum completion time of FJSS. Kacem I. [6] solved single objective and multi-objective FJSS respectively. He solved the machine allocation problem with the local search method and constructed the initial population firstly, and then improved the quality of solution with the optimization. D.Y.Sha [7] solved FJSS through updating the speed of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and combined tuba search algorithm(TS). B.Liu [8] used PSO based on genetic algorithm for permutation flow shop scheduling on the basis of the combination of PSO operator and local search operator. K.Fan [9] designed a novel algorithm to improve the binary PSO and obtained the approximate optimal solution. XIA W.J. [10] used the integration of PSO and SAA to solve FJSS. He solved the machine allocation with PSO and process scheduling with SAA. YU X.Y. [11] proposed multi workshop planning and scheduling based on the parallel cooperative evolutionary genetic algorithm. LIU A.J. [12] proposed multi-objective FJSS algorithm based on a multi population genetic algorithm by introducing fuzzy number to describe the completion time and delivery. ZHANG J [13] proposed the particle position update algorithm directly in the discrete domain on the basis of sequence and machine allocation. SHI J.F. [14] used continuous space ant colony algorithm to optimize the multi constraints of FJSS through establishing the simulation model of flexible routing.
There will be various shortcomings when the above methods are used such as low search efficiency, the weak ability of local search and premature convergence because of the loss of population diversity in later period. Considering the randomness and stable tendency of cloud droplets in the cloud model may improve the crossover operator and mutation operator of the adaptive genetic algorithm, this paper proposed a novel quantum genetic algorithm based on the cloud model to improve the convergence and robustness. The coding method of double chains was used on the basis of initializing the machine distribution chain with quasi level uniform design and heuristic initializing the process chain. The crossover operator and mutation operator were generated by the cloud model X condition generator, and the new population was obtained through rotation angle of quantum gates. The non dominated sorting strategy was introduced based on the fuzzy set theory. Finally, the proposed method is verified to be effective through the application to Kacem instances and the comparison with the existing algorithms.
II. MODEL OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE FJSS

A. Problem Description
FJSS is described as follows: there are N workpieces to be processed and M machines in workshop, each workpiece i(i∈{1,2,…,N}) includes n i (n i ≥ 1)processes, and the process should be processed with the specified route. R ij means the j th (j ∈ {1,2,…, n i }) process of workpiece i, M ij (M ij ⊆ {1,2,…, M}) means the machine set, each R ij may be processed by any machine m (m∈{1, 2,…,M ij }) with processing capacity, and m can process different workpieces [13] . The performance of different machines m makes the completion time different for R ij .
B. Objective Function
The objective of FJSS is to select the suitable machine for each process and determine the optimum processing sequence, the objective function is established as follows:
1) To minimize the maximum completion time:
In formula(1), F means the total completion time of all the machines, which acts as an important index to measure the machine load. In formula(2),F m means the total completion time of machine m, b ijm means the start time of R ij in m, t ijm means the processing time of R ij in m, S ijm takes the value of either 1(processed in machine m) or 0(not).
2) To minimize total cost:
In formula (3), C means the total costs of workpiece i, M i means the commodity cost of workpiece i, C ijm means the processing cost of R ij in m. In formula(4), ijm μ and ijm ν mean the labor cost and machine cost of R ij in m respectively.
3) To minimize penalty:
In formula (5), pe i and pl i mean the earliness penalty and tardiness penalty respectively, t i and d i mean the completion time and delivery for workpiece i.
4) To maximize the satisfaction:
In formula(6),gI i () means the satisfaction function for the customer to the completion time of workpiece i. Satisfaction is one of the important indexes to evaluate the fuzzy scheduling, its value depends on the fuzzy
D means the fuzzy delivery of workpiece i. In actual production, it is uncertain for the processing time and completion moment, and these factors will change in a certain interval to delivery.
C. Constraint Conditions
1) Process constraint
The sequence constraint of different processes in the same workpiece, where S ijm = S i(j-1)m =1:
2) Machine constraint The same machine can only do one process at the same time, that is to say, if 1 ijm S ∃ = at the moment of t, then there mustn't be S xym =1.
3) Continuity constraint R ij can't be interrupted in the processing, in formula (8), c ijm means the completion time of R ij . ( 1) max{ , } 1;
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III. IMPROVED ALGORITHM BASED ON CLOUD MODEL
A. Concept of Cloud Model
The concept of cloud model was proposed by professor Li Deyi [15] on the basis of probability theory and fuzzy mathematics in 1995.It is a conversion model between qualitative and quantitative concept through a specific algorithm, and reveals the inherent relationship between randomness and fuzziness. During less than 20 years since the cloud model was proposed, it has been applied to many fields such as intelligent control, data mining and decision analysis successfully.
The definition of the cloud and the cloud droplet [15] : Assuming that T is a fuzzy subset on domain U, the mapping C T (x) which is from U to [0,1] is a random number with stable tendency, The cloud model describes some qualitative concept with three digital features including expected value E x , entropy E n and hyper entropy H e . E x is the expectation of distribution for the cloud droplet in domain. E n is the uncertainty measure of the qualitative concept, H e which can be also call entropy's entropy is the uncertainty measure of E n . The algorithm of normal cloud generator [16] is as follows:
Step 1: Generate a normal random number E n ' taking E n as expectation, H e as standard deviation according to the three digital features (E x ,E n ,H e );
Step 2: Generate a normal random number x taking E x as expectation, |E n | as standard deviation, x is a cloud droplet in domain U, Drop(x i ,u i );
Step 3: Calculate the certainty μ
= e according to Step 1 and Step 2;
Step 4: Repeat Step 1 to 3 until generate N cloud droplets.
B. Improved Algorithm
1) Double chains quantum coding
This paper introduced a novel compensation factor γ ( 1 γ ≥ ) based on probability coding. Assuming that p i means a quantum chromosome, the encoding scheme of the i th chromosome is as follows: (cos( ), cos( ), cos( ))
(sin( ),sin( ), sin( ))
p icos and p isin are called the cosine and sine solution. The two solutions can be updated synchronously in each chromosome iteration, which can expand the search space and increase the number of global optimal when the population size is the same.
2) Non dominated sorting
It is difficult to obtain the optimal solution which will meet all the objectives for FJSS. A sorting method of non dominated is proposed based on the fuzzy theory, and the method realizes the classification depending on the parameters N p and n p of individual p in population S, the specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the parameter set N p which includes all the individuals dominated by p and make Np= ∅ ;
Step 2: Initialize the variable n p . n p means the number of individuals which can dominate p;
Step 
Step 5: Judge whether R i is empty or not, if it is empty, then stop, otherwise turn to Step 4. In order to maintain the diversity of the population, the selection is made according to the crowding distance of the chromosomes based on non dominated sorting.
3) Cloud quantum genetic algorithm
Cloud quantum genetic algorithm(CQGA) is a novel optimization method of GA combining of cloud model theory and quantum theory. The specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the population and execute the double chains quantum coding to the chromosome; Step 2: Design the fitness function as fit(
is the individual objective function value, the smaller the function value is, more excellent the individual is; Step 3: Select the excellent individuals from the population into the next generation using the best one preservation strategy and fitness proportional;
Step 4: Generate the crossover operator p cr using the cloud model X condition generator. Put the gene region between inter-section in the first of the sub generation and remove the same code in the father generation, then copy the rest code to the sub generation according to the order. If the individual in the sub generation is beyond the constraints, adjust the position of 0;
Step 5: Generate the mutation operator p mt using the cloud model X condition generator. Select two codes r 1 and r 2 from the gene coding of mutational individuals randomly and exchange the selected codes to generate the new one; Step 6: Construct new population which consists of m excellent individuals from the father generation and m individuals in the sub generation, and then to extend the size of the population and the search space;
Step 7: Get the next m generation population through the operation of GA;
Step 8: Update the quantum gates according to Schrodinger equation; Step 9: Judge whether the stopping condition is met, if not, turn to Step 3, else stop running the algorithm.
C. Analysis of Convergence
CQGA is a novel hybrid method which consists of the diversity of the quantum population and generating new individual through rotation angle of the quantum gates. It won't influent the convergence of the algorithm because of using the cloud model X condition generator. The state transformation of CQGA is as follows:
Assuming the length of the chromosome is L, the population size is P, the size of the state space about GA is 2 LP , and the size of the state space about CQGA is u LP (u is the dimension of the state space), then the state transfer process of the population described by Markov chain is as follows:
Q observeP cross p mutate p keep the optimal solution and update Q Q +
The upgrading operation of CQGA is influenced not only by the evolutionary constraints of GA but also by that of quantum rotation gates. Its convergence is not affected after the transformation.
IV. ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION
A. Analysis of Simulation Experiment
In order to verify the performance of the proposed method, this paper takes the minimization of completion time, minimization of penalty and minimization of cost as targets to test. The testing data based on the classic Kacem [17] example is as follows: the size of the population is 200, the maximum number of iterations is 100, the crossover probability is 0.45 and the mutation probability is 0.02.
Five standard Kacem examples are solved by CQGA and they were compared with the existing AL+CGA [17] , PSO+TS [18] and HBCA [19] at the same time. The results are shown in TableⅠ. n is the number of the workpieces, m is the number of the machines, Sol n (n=1,2,3,4) are the solutions obtained by different algorithms, T x is the maximum completion time of the machine, M t is the total load to the machines, M x is the maximum load in balancing the load of the machines. It can be seen from Table 1 that the proposed method can obtain more non dominated solutions and has got the current optimal solution. For example, for case 10 × 7 although both HBCA and CQGA obtain three non dominated solutions, the solution (12,61,11) obtained by HBCA is dominated by (11, 60, 11) , (12, 61, 10) and (12, 60, 11) obtained by CQGA, and (11, 61, 11) obtained by HBCA is dominated by (11, 60, 11) obtained by CQGA, and (12, 60, 12) obtained by HBCA is dominated by (11, 60, 11) and (12, 60, 11) obtained by CQGA. 
B. Analysis of Scheduling Experiment
Further more tests were conducted in the mould workshop of a machinery company to verify the performance of the novel method for multi-objective The proposed CQGA is compared with several existing algorithms after being conducted 50 times. The result is shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that the optimal solution and the average solution with CQGA are both better than those of other algorithms, besides, it can get less penalty than the other two. The mathematics model of multi-objective FJSS was established in this paper, and the coding method of double chains was used including the initialization of the machine distribution chain with quasi level uniform design and the heuristic initialization of the process chain. On the basis of the theory of cloud and quantum, the crossover operator and mutation operator were generated by the cloud model X condition generator, and the new population was obtained through rotation angle of quantum gates. The non dominated sorting strategy was introduced based on the fuzzy set theory. Finally, the proposed method was applied to Kacem instances and the scheduling of a mould workshop, and then compared the data with that of the existing algorithms. The comparison of the results verified the proposed method could not only reduce the maximum completion time and process cost but decrease the penalty effectively.
